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RADIATIVE POLARIZATION AT ULTRA-HIGH ENERGIESt
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USSR Academy ofSciences, Novosibirsk 90, USSR
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Possibilities of obtaining polarized electron and positron beams at arbitrarily high energies are studied in cases when
spin-diffusion processes in inhomogeneous fields due to quantum fluctuations of radiation become essential. The
requirements for precision of the magnetic systems are determined for providing a high degree of radiative polarization.
Specially considered is the situation, characteristic of storage rings with a large number of elements, when perturbations
of separate elements are statistically independent. The depolarizing effects are investigated at extremely high energies,
when the spread of spin-precession frequencies exceeds the revolution frequency of particles in a storage ring. It is shown
that the depolarizing influence of the colliding beam in the storage ring decreases as the maximum energy grows.

In a special section, the main formulae are given and the energy dependence of the criteria for existence of the
radiative polarization in the conventional-type storage rings is discussed. In conclusion, additional measures are con
sidered that may be useful for obtaining radiative polarization of high-energy electrons and positrons.

I INTRODUCTION

Design and construction of the electron and posi
tron storage rings with energy 10-100 GeV has
stimulated investigation of the question of the
possibility of obtaining radiative polarization at
such high energies. As is known, quantum fluctua
tions of the radiation result in spin diffusion caused
by stochastic mixing of particle trajectories in
fields with constant direction, with the diffusion
rate quickly growing with energy.

Estimates of depolarizing effects in some cases
have led to the conclusion that radiative polariza
tion could not be achieved in practice at high
energies. However, in our view, based on the
theoretical papers,1-4 the situation is not so hope
less. The decrease of our pessimism was partially
due to discussions between the Novosibirsk group
and other laboratories having interest in the prob
lem (1976-1977). An analysis of the high-energy
situation made in this work revealed good hopes for
obtaining polarized beams (including colliding
beams) at arbitrarily high energies. Our considera
tion uses as a basis the theory of spin diffusion,
developed in detail in Refs. 2 and 3 for a single
beam and in Ref. 4 for colliding beams. The import
ance of the problem has made it necessary to re-

t The work was performed in 1977 (Preprint INP 77-60).
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analyze the main theoretical prerequisites of these
papers, but no essential changes or additions to the
theory have appeared.

Depolarizing effects would be negligibly small in
an ideal storage ring with plane closed orbits where
the magnetic field is strictly vertical. When the
situation differs from this ideal one, spin diffusion
can exceed the polarizing influence of radiation,
thereby depolarizing a ~eam. Radial magnetic
field and its radial gradient, as well as the longi
tudinal field on the orbit, appear dangerous.t The
field of colliding bunches in colliding beam ma
chines provides a special type of perturbation.4

Radiative kinetics of polarization at arbitrary
conditions of the motion in storage rings has been
studied in detail in Refs. 2-4 and 7. Based on them,
a general analysis of the high-energy situation has
been performed in this work; also formulated are
the requirements for the accuracy of realizing the
magnetic system necessary to obtain a high degree
of radiative polarization.

The presentation is the following. In Section II
the kinetic equation is written describing spin

t Here we mean the usual situation with almost vertical
magnetic field. In principle, a high degree of radiative polariza
tion can be achieved in storage rings with the field changing its
direction along the orbit and complicated equilibrium (period
ical) spin motion. 5 Dynamical stability of spin motion in such
storage rings was proved in Ref. 6.
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relaxation due to radiation processes during cyclic
motion of the particles with arbitrary energy. The
equation includes two possible diffusion mechan
isms, a non-resonant one, when in the process of
stochastic walks of the spin and orbital motion
frequencies, crossing of spin resonances does not
occur and the resonant one, when crossing does
occur.

In Sections III and IV the main effects connected
with the non-ideal character of the magnetic
system are considered at energies at which the
spread ofprecession frequency is small and the non
resonant mechanism of diffusion predominates. In
this treatment we have taken into account the
circumstance, important for storage rings with a
large number of elements, that there is no correla
tion of the perturbative fields of separate elements.

In Section V spin diffusion is considered at
"ultra-high" energies, at which the spread of pre
cession frequency is of the order or larger than the
distance between the neighboring Fourier har
monics of the perturbative fields, i.e., the revolution
frequency. One must distinguish here the situations
when either subsequent passings of separate res
onances at synchrotron energy oscillations are
correlated, or when such a correlation disappears
due to the quantum diffusion of energy.2-8 In the
latter case, the rate of spin diffusion grows more
slowly with energy than does the rate of polarizing
process, weakening the criteria for existence of
polarization.

Section VI treats the stability polarization of the
colliding beams. Because of the strong non
linearity of its field, a bunch of colliding part~cles

results in a series of resonances whose strengths
decrease slightly with increase of the resonance
order. Under these conditions, it is stochastic
passing of the resonances due to quantum energy
flu~tuations that provides the depolarization mech
anism.

Section VII summarizes the main results. In
conclusion some methods of increasing the radi
ative polarization stability are discussed.

II MAIN FORMULAE

In an inhomogeneous field, variation of the polar
ization state occurs not only due to the direct action
of radiation during emission of quanta, but also
due to perturbation of the orbital motion as well,
when the variation is accumulated "integrally" in

the following moments because of the deflection of
a particle trajectory.

The importance of radiation influence upon the
polarization through the orbital motion is con
nected with the fact that relaxation times of the
orbital motion are many orders of magnitude less
than the polarization time. Therefore even small
variations of the field direction on the particle
trajectory can strongly influence the degree of
radiative polarization.

Spin precession in the storage ring field is
described by the well-known equation

s == [Wis], (2.1)
where

Wi == (1 + Y qa) [vv] _ ~ (Bv)v - -q- EvE],
qo v2 y v2 y2v2

q == qo + qa == (elm) + qa is the gyromagnetic ratio,
qa its anomalous part, y == (1 - V2)-1/2, (c == 1),
and v and vare particle velocity and acceleration in
the electromagnetic field E, B (for electrons and
positrons qalqo ~ rxl2n ~ 10- 3

).

We begin with the description of spin relaxation
far from spin resonances. In this case, a general
method is applied, well-known in the theory of
radiative effects of orbital motion. First integrals of
motion are determined, action (or amplitude) and
phas'e. Then by perturbation theory, one finds
rates of variation of action variables averaged over
phases under radiation influence. Due to phase
mixing this is sufficient for finding relaxation times
and the equilibrium state.

In a homogeneous magnetic field, spin projec
tions on the field direction and phases of precession
around the field serve as action-phase spin vari
ables. As (2.1) describes rotation, the action variable
in the general case of motion with an angular
velocity of varying direction has the form

So == sn(p, r),

where n is a unit vector giving the direction of a
precession axis and depending on the momentum
p and coordinates r of a particle.6 The phase t/J of
precession around n is a variable conjugate to so'

The vector n is a solution of Eq. (1.1) not de
pending explicitly on time and is completely
determined by the particle trajectory. Correspond
ingly, its spectrum contains the frequencies of
orbital motion only. The axis n has maximum
sensitivity to trajectory parameters in the neigh
borhood of a spin res~nance, when the average
precession frequency <tb>is close to some com
bination of orbital-motion frequencies. The axis n
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(2.5)

plays the same role with respect to the spin motion
as do energy-dependent closed particle orbits with
respect to betatron oscillatio!1s. Due to the spread
of precession frequencies (t/J) after mixing over
phases, the average spin for a group of the particles
moving near the equilibrium orbit is directed along
the precession axis on the equilibrium trajectory
0:/0) == o(Ps, f s): (s) = (sn)os(O). The vector Os is
evidently periodic with respect to a generalized
azimuth 0 of a particle: 0s(O) = os(O + 2n). Thus, a
stable polarization direction, repeating from turn
to turn, is realized at arbitrary (stationary) fields. 6

In this work, a situation is considered when the
Wi direction differs slightly from the vertical one.
Small deviations of 0 from the vertical, necessary
for quantitative description of the depolarizing
influence of the quantum fluctuations of radiation,
can be found by a perturbation theory.2

As usual, the radius-vector f of a particle is
presented in the form:

f = fo(O) + xex(O) + zez

where x is the radial and z the vertical deviation of
a particle from some ideal plane orbit fo(O), ex and
ez are corresponding unit vectors, and 0 is a
generalized azimuth of the particle. It is clear that

f~ == dro/dO = Rey = R[ezex],

e~ = Key, e~ = -Kex , e~ = 0,

where K(O) = Bz/(Bz) is the dimensionless curva
ture of the ideal trajectory (B z ) = J~1t Bz dO/2n),
and R is the orbit perimeter divided by 2n.

Spin motion is conveniently described in a
system of unit vectors:

[vez] v
el = J[vez]J' e2 = v' e3 = [eI e2], (2.2)

whose difference from ex, ey , ez is small. In the
system (2.2), components of the angular velocity of
the precession in the eI and e3 directions are
directly proportional to an anomalous moment,
while the component along e2slightly depends on it
(qa ~ q). The calculations are therefore simplified.
Subtracting the angular velocity of the basic
motion from Wi one obtains the following expres
sion for the precession angular velocity W in the
system (2.2):

WI = WeI ~ qa(Byx - Bx ),

W2 ~ (qo/y)(By + Bxx), (2.3)
W3 ~ -qaBz·

The components WI and Jt2 are small compared
with W3 and in a linear approximation one has

n = e3 + Im{(el - ie2)eXP(i {W3 dt)

x Loo(WI+ iW2)exp ( -i f~W3dt)dt}
(2.4)

The integration in (2.4) is performed by adding an
imaginary part + ie to W3 • The spectrum of the
solution thus constructed contains only the fre
quencies of orbital motion, in accordance with the
definition of a precession axis.

Proceeding to integration over 0 and expanding
the integrand in a Fourier series, one can write the
solution (2.4) for 0 in the form

n = e3 + Im{(el - ie2)eXP[i s: (~3 - v)dO]

W
k

}x L-- exp(il/lk ) ,
k V - Vk

where v = (W3/8) ~ yqa/qo is the average fre
quency of spin precession around 0 (in units of the
revolution frequency), the Wk are amplitudes of the
resonance perturbation harmonics, and t/Jk and
Vk = t/Ji are combinations of phases and fre
quencies of orbital motion with integer coefficients.
That is

(WI + iW2 )exp [ - is: (~3 - v)dO] = f wkei
\11k

The quantity IWk I plays the role of a resonance
strength at v = Vk.

8 Equations (2.4) and (2.5) are
valid, if Iv - Vk I ~ IWk I·

The spin projection on 0 varies slowly due to
radiation influence, approaching some value deter
mined by the equilibrium of polarizing processes.
The average velocity Sn of the variation can be
written as

- d d d dsn = - bSn = 0 - bs + S -d bo + 2 -d bs· bo,
dt dt t t

where bs and bo are increments of sand 0 due to
radiation. The first term o(d/dt)bS describes the
direct influence of radiation upon the spin, and
the second one the radiation influence on the
precession axis by perturbation of the orbital mo-
tion. The correlation term 2(d/dt)bs· bo is small
for ultrarelativistic electrons and can be neglected.
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(2.7)

In the case when a W direction is close to the
vertical one, the term s(dldt)bn describes the de
polarizing action of the energy quantum fluctua
tionst

d d So d
sdt bn = son dt bn = -"2 dt (bn)2

So /(an)2 d 2)
= -"2 \ oy dt (by) .

For a polarization degree ( = <sn)/s, an equation is
obtained (time is measured in units of the period of
particle revolution in the storage' ring divided by
2n)

where

A=5}3~re 5<IK\3)
8 R 2 Y ,

A~ =~~re 7/(on)2 IKI3),
48}3 R 2 y \ ay

~ = 111m and re = e21m are the Compton wave
length and classical radius of an electron.

Thus the particles get polarized along the direc
tion of the average angular velocity of their rotation
(( > 0) or opposite to it (( < 0), the polarization
degree being

8 <K3
)

(/-+00 = - 5}3 (IKI 3 [1 + ~~ (y ~~r])'
The characteristic time of the polarization is
T = (A + A~)-l ..

In an ideal storage ring, when closed orbits are
plane and there is no longitudinal magnetic field
on them, the precession axis is determined by
vertical deviations of the momentum and cordinate,
being independent of the energy (on/ay == 0). The
depolarizing influence of quantum fluctuations of
the radiation is here due only to the vertical dif
fusion of the momentum, which is by a factor y less
than the longitudinal one. This diffusion can be
essential only near spin resonances with a betatron
frequency of vertical oscillations, and one is always

t In storage rings with a magnetic field strongly varying its
direction, an additional polarizing effect arises from the spin
dependence of the radiative friction force.

able to operate far from them. Thus in the ideal
storage ring (with a constant sign of field), the
degree of equilibrium polarization and its char
acteristic time are

syG
(t-+oo = - -8- = -92%,

T=A- 1 = [5f~;y5<IKI3)rl.

As in the ideal storage ring, only effects of direct
spin-radiation interaction are essential. This result
can be obtained using probabilities of spin-flips
during radiation, first found for the homogeneous
field in Ref. 9 and for the inhomogeneous one in
Refs. 10 and It.

For a magnetic field deviating from the ideal one,
the precession axis becomes energy dependent.
Quantum fluctuations of the energy lead to
"trembling" of the precession axis, i.e., to addi
tional spin diffusion. The depolarizing influence of
quantum fluctuations of the radiation increases
considerably when spin resonances become closer.
Usually one must choose the particle energy and
the magnetic-system parameters to avoid the
resonances with the highest strength.

The situation is different for a sufficiently high
energy or in the case of colliding beams, when
resonances are unavoidable. The perturbation
theory developed in Ref. 7 allows quantitative
description of the depolarization in the resonace
region. The rate of these processes is given by

A~ = n L <lwk I2b(v - Vk), (2.8)
k

where b(v - Vk) is the Dirac delta function and
brackets <...) designate averaging over the equi
librium distribution in the beam. The formula (2.8)
describes the depolarizing influence of multiple
uncorrelated resonance passages during random
walks of the tune shift v - Vk' arising from the
radiative mixing of particle trajectories. For ap
plicability of (2.8), the root mean square tune shift
(Jo = «v - Vk)2)1/2 must exceed the inverse time
of the radiative mixing of a Wk harmonic, as well as
that of the tune shift itself (Ak and A correspond
ingly), i.e.,

(Jo ~ Ak , A.

The diffusive passing of the resonance is also
required to be rapid,

(JoA ~ IWkI 2
•
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This condition is satisfied in the practically interest
ing region of possible radiative polarization where

A~ ~ A ~ A.

The complete equation for the polarization degree
, has the form (2.6), in which A~ must be replaced
by Ad == A~ + A~.

III INFLUENCE OF DISTORTION OF
THE EQUILIBRIUM MOTION

As already noted, different non-idealities of the
magnetic system play essential roles in the processes
of spin diffusion. At ultra-high energies yqa/qo ~ 1,
the most dangerous are the influence of the radial
magnetic field resulting in the vertical distortion
of closed orbits and that of its radial gradient con
necting vertical betatron oscillations with the
radial motion as seen from (2.3). Depolarizing
effects due to the longitudinal field are less than
those of the radial field with the same magnitude
by a factor (yqa/qO)2.

In this and the following chapter, the spin dif
fusion is considered in the energy region where the
spread in v == yqa/q0 arising from the spread in
beam energy is much less than unity (the distance
between spin resonances).

At the optimum energy choice, the frequency
distance from the dangerous resonances is con
siderably larger than the spread of v(y). One can
neglect here slow synchrotron oscillations and use
the formula (2.7) describing a non-resonant mech
anism of diffusion.

Consider now the influence of the radial mag
netic field Bx(rs) on the equilibrium orbit which
can be caused, for example, by tilts of the magnets
in bending regions or by vertical shifts of the
the focusing elements. Study of these effects was
started in Ref. 1 and continued in Ref. 2. Energy
dependence of n in this case is mainly determined
by the energy dependence of the precession fre
quency W3 , proportionalto a large value of v.

In the case of interest,

ft (-- X')J
o

W3 dt = v K - R '

where K == S~ KdfJ.

The radial deviation X satisfies the equation

i\y
x" + gxx == - KR, (3.1)

Y

where gx == K 2 + R oBz/<Bz ) ax. Thus using (2.4)
one obtains:

( 00)2 v
2 I a [ . - fO

Y oy = <B
z
)2 Y oy e,vK ~ 00

( X') . _ ] 1

2

X 1 + iv R Bx e-,vKd8

= <~:)21 fooK(fooBx e-
ivx

d8)d8

+ foo K(8) fooBi( 1 )

x Im[fi8)f~'(81)]e-iVxd8d81 1

2

•

Here fx( fJ) == e21Civxfx(fJ - 2n) is the solution of the
Floquet equation (3.1) with the normalization
Imf~f~ == 1 (vx is frequency of radial betatron
oscillations in units of revolution frequency). In the
calculation of the energy derivative we have taken
into account that X and X' are continuous at the
moment of an energy jump [according to (3.1) only
X" shows a discontinuity].

The first term of(3.2) is due to energy dependence
of the average frequency of spin precession. For
harmonics with a number k close to v, this term
increasesresonantlyproportionalto(v - k)-2. The
second term, connected with the betatron modula
tion of the precession frequency, is universely
proportional to the first power of tune shift near
the resonances k ~ v and k ~ v ± vx". For high
energy storage rings, a large number of magnetic
system elements, as well as an alternating gradient,
are characteristic (vx , Vz ~ 1). Therefore, for these
machines the most dangerous effects are due to an
energy dependence of the average precession fre
quency [the second term in (3.2) is about Vx times
less than the first one]. The strength of the reson
ances v == k ± vx is about vx times less than that of
the resonances v == k. Thus the radial field in
fluence can be described by the following formula,t

t All the final formulae of this work (with the exception of
those in Section VIII) concern the case of a usual storage ring
with a constant sign of the vertical field (K > 0) and a large
number of periods per particle revolution.
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where pv is the characteristic function of a storage
ring determined by the Floquet solution fz of the

v
2

1 J.21t - I~ - Kz~ exp( - ikK)dfJ
2nR 0

v I f21t - IIwin) I = 2nR J
o

z; exp[ -iv(K - fJ) - ikfJ]dfJ

= ;n If"HFV=k exp( -ikfJ)dfJ I

struction of the system elements, inaccuracy in the
alignment of the elements, etc.). Distances between
the lines in a frequency spectrum of systematic
perturbations are of the order of the number of
periodicity elements (in units of the revolution
frequency). The storage-ring parameters must be
chosen so that the frequency of spin precession is
far enough from the frequencies of these perturba
tions.

The distance between spectral lines of random
perturbations is of the order of the revolution
frequency. However, owing to the fact that there
is no correlation between perturbations of sep
arate elements, the resulting amplitude of the
perturbative field harmonics is approximately~
times less than that for systematic perturbations,
where Q is the number of independent elements in
the system.

Let us calculate now the effect of random pertur
bations. Assume that on the orbit there is a large
number Q of regions where perturbative radial
fields are completely uncorrelated (the occupation
of the orbit by these regions must not be complete).

Usually the condition is fulfilled that in each
element with the radial field, the angle of spin
rotation around the vertical direction, as well as
solutions of the Floquet equation of betatron
oscillations, do not significantly change. We restrict
ourselves to writing down formulae in this ap
proximation when the perturbative field of one
element can be represented by a delta function.

Strengths of the resonances Iwt> I due to the
radial field having a magnitude H n = H(fJn) in
dimensionless units in one nth region occupying a
fraction of the orbit '1n = In/2nR can be calculated
by the following formula obtained from (3.4) and
(3.5)

(3.5)

where gz = - R oBz/<Bz>ox and the quantity H
can be expressed through the radial fields on the
ideal trajectory as

Bx [. SO ] '" ikOv <B
z
>exp -IV 0 (K - l)dfJ = f wke .

The quantity Bx(rs) can be expressed through the
vertical deviations Zs of the equilibrium orbit from
the ideal plane;

If the angle of spin rotation around the field
during a transit of one periodicity element is small
(v ~ N), then one can put K = 1, Wk = vk2zs and
the formula (3.3) corresponds to that first obtained
for this case in Ref. 1.

To preserve a degree of radiative polarization, it
is necessary, as seen from (2.7) and (3.3), that the
harmonics Bx nearest to v should be sufficiently
small, i.e.,

where the Wk are Fourier-series harmonics of the
following value:

The deviations Zs satisfy the equation

To understand whether or not this requirement
can be really fulfilled, one must take into account
the following. The perturbative fields can be due to
systematic inaccuracies of the elements of the
storage-ring periodic system or those of a random
nature (for 'example, random errors in the con-

excluding small regions near the points v = ±vx

+k

<K3
[y(on/oy)]2> = v

4
/ K31 fO K

/:(?> <K3><Bz>2\ -00
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equation for vertical betatron oscillations:

pv = ~ [/z froK!:e-ivKd()

- f: fro Kf~e-i\'Kd() }iVO

v { fz S:-21t/P KI:'e-
ivK

dO
= 2 1 - exp[i(2nlp)(v + vz)]

I: S:-21t/P K/~e-ivKdf) }
1 - exp[i(2n/p)(v - vz)]' (3.7)

where p is the number of the magnetic-system
superperiods per one particle revolution. The
function FV grows near the resonances v = mp
± Vz ; between them its absolute value is unity or
less, with the exception of comparatively small
regions of v where it can become of the order of
vip. The integrand (3.7) contains the Floquet
function in the bending sections of the orbit only.
The value of IFV I is proportional to I fz I, i.e., the
main contribution to the strength IWk I is provided
by regions with large f3 functions.

For a round storage ring (K = 1) and uniform
focusing, when the absolute value of the Floquet
function Ifz I is slightly dependent on azimuth, F V

is approximately equal to

v2

F
V = 2 2'

V - Vz

The resulting influence of all the regions due to the
absence of their correlation is given by a sum

-- Q_- Q-
Iwk l2= L Iw~n)12 = V

2L 11;H;IF~=kI2. (3.8)
n=1 n=1

To obtain the conditions for radiative polariza
tion existence, one must sum over k in (3.3).
Harmonics of number k close to v give the main
contribution. As seen from (3.7), the values of
IFv=kl and hence of Iwkl depend on k very slightly,
excluding the resonance caSes when [v], the integer
part of v, is close to ± vz + mp and IWk = [v] I grows
considerably. Thus, by using the formula

f (v _ k)-4 = n
4

(1 + ~ ~OS2 nv),
k == - 00 3 SIn nv

we find that for the radiative polarization with
average degree higher than 50 % to exist, the
condition

Q 54' 4L 2H 2 1p[v] 12 __ SIn nv (3.9)
n= 1

11
"1 n n :::; 11n4 v4(l + 2 cos2 nv)

must be satisfied. This condition has a probability
meaning and determines the accuracy of construc
tion and mounting of the magnetic-system ele
ments, allowing also an estimate of technical dif
ficulties arising in the construction of storage rings
used for obtaining polarized electrons and posi
trons.

For example, at vertical shifts of the lenses
by ~ZL' a radial field with magnitude H = gz~zLIR

appears in the region of the lenses. Assuming
11n Igz In IF~v] I to be equal for all QL of the lenses, one
can obtain from (3.9) the condition for allowable
vertical displacements ofthe lenses (v = [v] + 1/2):

J 2 J54/11 RJQ;.
(Az1)::; 2 I I IF[V] I 2' (3.10)n gz n n ev

where e = L~!; 1 11n is the fraction of the orbit
occupied by all the lenses. At random inclinations
of the magnets with the vertical field by an angle
rJ.. M , the radial field H = rJ..MK appears. If all QM
regions are.the same, a formula can be obtained for
the required accuracy of magnet alignmentt

12 J 54/11 ~
yltM::; n 2 v2 IF[v],' (3.11)

For random perturbations, all the harmonics of
the field H up to order of lin are approximately
identical. In this case, it is possible to rewrite (3.9)
as the condition for maximum possible vertical
deviations Zs of the equilibrium orbit, which are
sometimes interesting. The formula for the mean
probable deviation z; at azimuth f) with random
radial fields in Q regions has the form 12

z; = n
2

2
R2.1~(()W f 1J;H;I/zI;. (3.12)

SIn nvz n= 1

For simplicity, we assume that I/zln and IF~v]1 are
equal in all Q regions. Then, substituting (3.12) in
(3.9), one obtains

I · zl R J 27/ 11 RlfzlnSlnnv --< --Ifz(e)1 - n IF~v]1

t Strictly speaking, in obtaining the condition for lI.M it is
not correct to approximate the bending region by a delta func
tion. If one takes into account the finite length of the magnet,
the formula (3.9) is obtained where IF~vJ I in the magnet center
must be replaced by IF~V]I--+ In HF[V] exp( -ivO)dO/(2n1'/n)' This
correction is usually numerically small.
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This condition determines the acceptable deviation
of the equilibrium orbit.t

Note that when vz tends to an integer k the condi
tion for radiative polarization remains the same

despitetheincrease~ I"0o.I Ivz - kl- 1 (withtheex
ception of the resonances ±vz = mp + [v]).

Conditions (3.9) and (3.13) have been written for
random perturbations. As harmonics of the radial
field essentially influencing vertical deviations and
spin diffusion are different, it is possible to have for
special perturbations arbitrary deviations of the
equilibrium orbit from the plane and independently
a high degree of beam pOlarization.

IV INFLUENCE OF THE RADIAL
FIELD GRADIENTt

Consider now the effects due to the part of the radial
field ~Bx = x oBx/ox + ~z oBx/oz, inhomogeneous
over the beam section. Here x and ~z satisfy the
equations

~y
x" + gxx = RK - - K~Z,

l'
(4.1)

(L\z)" = <:z) L\Bx = -gzL\z + KX.

The parameter K(O) = R oBx/(<Bz>ox) as a func
tion of azimuth e can contain harmonics of any
number k. A solution for small coupling K can be
written as

- f *f* ~y ,IIX - CoX x + Cx x + - o/x'
l'

(4.2)

A - I' *f* f *f* ~y ,IIuZ - CzJz + Cz z + Cx xz + Cx xz + - o/z'
l'

t Formulae (3.9) and (3.13) are obtained if one assumes that
perturbations of separate elements with respect to the plane
orbit are completely uncorrelated. In the general case, if corre
lations are present, (3.9) and (3.13) determine acceptable devia
tions of the radial field and the vertical coordinate from the
values on the average orbit obtained by smoothing over a beta
tron period 2nR/vz' In a length considerably exceeding 2nR/vz

the deviation of such an average orbit from the plane can exceed
the mean square deviation given by (3.12).

t Depolarization effects due to the longitudinal field can be
easily calculated in a way similar to that for Bx and iJBx/iJx. How
ever, they can be essential only if special longitudinal fields of
large magnitude are introduced. 2

where cx, Cz are complex amplitudes of free x and Z

osillcations with frequencies ±Vx + mp, ±Vz + mp.
The terms cxfxz + c~f~z and (~y/y)t/Jz describe
constrained vertical motion with frequencies ± Vx
+ k and k respectively. The transverse x and z
motions are excited by energy quantum fluctua
tions. At the moment when a quantum is radiated,
x, x' and z, z' remain continuous, while the ampli
tudes Cx and Cz undergo a jump together with ~y.

Therefore the constrained and free parts of z
oscillations at the excitation of a vertical size by
energy fluctuations are of the same order of
magnitude. Thus, a gradient oBx/Ox leads to ap
pearance in the spin motion of the resonances -with
the frequencies ±Vz +mp, ± Vx + mp, k, near
which the spin diffusion increases considerably.

Formulae for the rate of the diffusion arising due
to a gradient oBx/ox on the orbit have been
obtained earlier in Ref. 2. We discuss this question
in more detail because oBx/ox can be used to
increase vertical size in order to obtain a higher
luminosity of colliding beams. Here a question
arises about the relation between an established
beam size and the spin-diffusion rate, i.e., a question
about an optimum luminosity of the polarized
beams.

Now we present briefly how a general formula
can be derived. The direct calculation of the
quantity

( on) 2 I 0 f8 - Il' - = v2 l' - (~z)"e-ivKde, (4.3)
01' 01' -00

with a substitution (4.12) is rather tedious. The
calculation can be simplified by using integration
by parts and the condition of continuity of trans
verse motion at the moment of quanta emission
(oz/oy = oz'/oy = ox/oy = ox'/oy = 0). The equa
tion (4.1) and its solution can be conveniently
written in the equivalent form, introducing a time
dependent amplitude Az(O),

(4.4)

A, _ 1 ,.1'*
z - 2i KXJ z'

Then (4.3) takes the form

(4.5)
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(4.8)

(4.9)

For perturbations K uncorrelated along the
orbit a relation can be obtained between the spin
diffusion rate and the vertical size excited by energy
fluctuations due to the coupling of z and x motion.
The formula for the mean-probable value (~Z)2

has the form (Ivz - vxl ~ 1)

-2 _ 11 R 2Ih(8)1 2
<K3IJ~00 Klx d( 1

2)
eAz) -S76.n2Jvz-vxI2 <K3 )

(
A A).f, 22 2

. Ax+A
z

.~l'1·K.lfxfzl.

2. -2} 72+ 4(t/Jx)n SIn nv ~ 11n2 v2 ' (4.7)

where t/Jx(8) = Im(lx J~ 00 KI:d8) is the t/J function
describing radial deviations of the closed orbits.
It can be seen that the main contribution is due to
those regions where K

2
1Ix h 1

2 is the largest.
A radial gradient of the radial field can arise

from random turns of the magnetic lenses around
the orbit direction. If the lenses are turned at a
small angle (XL, a gradient K = (XLgz arises. Assuming
for simplicity that all QL regions are identical, one
obtains from (4.5) a formula for the required
accuracy of a lens orientation (v = [v] + 1/2,
Vx = [vx ] + 1/4).

j';i ~ J9/11 v;J(E .
n v8lgzlnlF~1

where Ax and Az are decrements of radiative
damping and A is the polarization decrement [see
(2.6)]. We have used here that (djdt)(£5y) 2 jy2 = 191A.
Assuming IIx In' IIz In and IF~ Iequal at all Q regions,
one obtains from (4.7) and (4.9) at v = [ v] + t,
Vx = [vxJ + i a restriction on the maximum size
(L\Z)2 at which the radiative polarization is pre
served

-2 Rllzln (A A)1/2
Ivz - vxlJeAz) /1 fzeO) I ~ 4n IF~I Ax + A

z
•

(4.10)

This formula gives the relation between the vertical
size and the spin-diffusion rate under the condi
tions when vertical oscillations are excited by

where FV is determined by (3.7). Representing the x
motion in a form similar to (4.4) one finally obtains
a formula, completely describing spin diffusion in
presence of the field gradient K.

It can be seen that a main influence is due to har
monics of number k closest to v + mp and v +
mp ± vx' whereas the vertical size is evidently very
sensitive to the resonances Vz - Vx + mp ~ k. For
example, when the frequencies Vx and Vz get closer,
the size grows proportionally to 1Vx - Vz 1- 1, the
diffusion rate being practically unchanged. This
phenomenon can easily be understood from gen
eral considerations. For spin diffusion, z-motion
deviations are essential, arising after quantum
emission during a time ofapproximately 1v - Vk 1- 1.

These deviations do not depend evidently (at
Iv - Vk I ~ 1vz - Vx I) on the closeness of vz and vx

and are determined by the value K of the coupling.
The jumps of the free part of z oscillations, as well
as those of the constrained one, increase propor
tionally to Ivz - Vx 1- 1, but their sum remains the
same during a time Iv - Vk 1- 1 due to the continuity
of z, z', x, x' at the moment of energy fluctuation.
The independence of the spin-diffusion rate on the
resonances in the orbital motion is a general
property of the diffusion mechanism considered.
We come to the important conclusion that beam
size can be increased without changing the radia
tive polarization stability. To this end "natural"
perturbations connected with inaccuracy in con
struction of a focusing system can be used, as well
as those specially introduced and not containing
harmonics close to v + mp and v + mp ± vx.

By means of (4.6), one can formulate the re
quirements necessary to provide radiative polariza
tion on the accuracy with which the focusing ele
ments are made and mounted. If, for example, K(8)
is a random function given by Q uncorrelated
regions, then to provide an average radiative
polarization higher than 50 %the following condi-
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quantum fluctuations of the energy because of the
coupling of x and z motion due to uncorrelated
perturbations.

Another possible mechanism of spin diffusion
can be provided by random hits in the vertical
direction exciting vertical betatron oscillations.
Such a diffusion mechanism has been considered
in the old paper.2 It has been shown for electron
and positron storage rings that fluctuations of
angle of the quantum emission give a small effect.
Other real factors (for example, scattering of the
particles inside a bunch, collisions with the residual
gas) also give negligible contribution to the vertical
size and the spin-diffusion rate.t

In papers13
,14 a phenomenological model has

been used in consideration of the depolarization
effects, in which the vertical motion was described
by free oscillations with frequencies ±Vz + mp. In
such a model, there are no resonances v = k ± vx '

v = k; on the other hand, the diffusion rate ap
peared to be overestimated in a practically interest
ing case when betatron frequencies are close to each
other (Ivz - vxl ~ 1).

V RESONANT SPIN DIFFUSION IN THE
STORAGE RING MAGNETIC FIELD

When the energy increases the spread of precession
frequencies v grows because of the growth of the
absolute energy spread of the beam. The fre
quency vas a function ofenergy undergoes diffusion
variation by quantum fluctuations of the radiation
and synchrotron oscillations with a frequency vy

v = v + 8 cos t/Jy

where 8 = v{8y)o/Y is the amplitude and t/Jy the
phase of synchrotron oscillations of the precession
frequency (t/J; = vy).

t In Ref. 15 the transverse hits by a field of the colliding beam
were suggested to be uncorrelated from one revolution to
another. However, such a situation is not practically real, be
cause it results in destruction of the natural beam state with a
sharp decrease of luminosity. Under optimum conditions
depolarization effects due to the colliding beam (as well as
beam-beam effects in orbital motion) are caused by nonlinear
resonances in betatron oscillations, the stochasticity of whose
influence is again connected with the quantum diffusion of
energy (see Section VI).

The mean-square precession-frequency spread is
equal to

((
8 y)2) 11 v

2
A.

(J2 = (82 ) = 2v2 - = --
v y 18Ay

where A. is the polarization rate and A y the decre
ment of the energy radiative damping.

In the case (Jv ~ 1, one can be far from spin
resonances by choosing appropriately frequencies
of precession and orbital motion. Here one can
neglect the synchrotron energy modulation. In
the case considered here, when (Jv ~ 1, the reso
nances are periodically passed during synchrotron
oscillations. In the region of possible radiative
polarization, the condition of rapidity of each
passing must be fulfilled beyond any doubt
(IWkI2 ~ vy 8).

The problem of periodic passings of resonances
has been solved in Ref. 8, where it has been shown
that at completely correlated successive rapid
passings, depolarization is possible only in the
narrow regions of spin resonances with a syn
chrotron frequency of oscillations. Stochastic vari
ation of the precession frequency due to quantum
fluctuations of the energy violates the phase cor
relation of the passings resulting in the spin dif
fusion. 2

First we consider a case when the shift of the
spin-precession phase during one period of syn
chrotron oscillations caused by diffusion v is much
less than one. Successive passings are correlated if
the' following condition is satisfiedt 2

d V
2 A.

-d (l5V)2/V; ~ -2 ~ vy (5.1)
t vy

In Ref. 16 it has been assumed that there is already
no correlation between successive passings at the
energies of the.order of 30 to 100 GeV. This led to
a too pessimistic estimate of the possibility of
providing radiative polarization in storage rings
at these energies. According to (5.1), at these
energies the correlation is conserved during a large
number of synchrotron oscillations and the dif
fusion rate is considerably smaller.

Provided the condition (5.1) is satisfied, one
can use formulae (2.4) for quantitative description
of the depolarization process, describing the non
resonant diffusion mechanism, in which modula
tion resonances with a s~nchrotron oscillation

t We assume that the synchrotron frequency does not exceed
the revolution frequency of the particles (v y ~ 1).
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frequency vy must be taken into account. The
condition of obtaining the radiative polarization
higher than 50 %has the formt

!!. v2L IWk 12(T;'(~;Vy» 2 2 ::::; 1 (5.2)
18 k,m [(k - v - mvy) - vy ]

Here Tm is a Bessel function and the brackets <...>
designate averaging over the equilibrium distribu
tion ofamplitudes ~ in the beam. For example, for a
Gaussian distribution over squared amplitudes ~
in the beam one obtains

(T;,) = 1m(;:;)exp(- ;:;), (5.3)

where I m is the Bessel function of imaginary
argument. In (5.2), the influence of resonances
v = k has been taken into account only for those
whose strengths IWk I considerably exceed those of
the resonances with betatron frequencies.

If a; ~ vy , the contribution of modulation res
onances is very small. If in this case one takes into
account synchrotron oscillations of the precession
frequency, it results only in the appearance of
sharp lines in regions of modulation resonances in
which radiative polarization can be absent.

In the inverse situation a; ~ vy , the condition
for obtaining polarized beams can change es
sentially. At vy ~ 1 it becomes more severe. One
must note here that with an increase of the syn
chrotron-oscillation frequency the influence of
modulation resonances substantially decreases.
Moreover, the condition of obtaining polarization
becomes even less severe than at ~ = 0 if the
synchrotron oscillation frequency is chosen to be
much greater than 1 (v y ~ 1). This is possible in the
storage rings at very high energies.

At very high energies, the conditions (5.1) can be
violated and av ~ vy • In this case, synchrotron
passings ofa resonance are completely uncorrelated
and the diffusion rate is independent of the value of
the synchrotron frequency vy • Spin diffusion is
described by (2.8). The same formula can be applied
in the case when successive passings are correlated,
but modulation resonances v = k + mvy overlap
because of the spread of the synchrotron frequency,
i.e. if the condition is held that

(~Vy) ~ v;. (5.4)

t We assume that the spread of the frequency shift
(v - k + mvy) due to the spread of frequencies v and vI' in the
beam is much less than the distance between the resonances vI'.

For a Gaussian distribution over the energy
deviations from equilibrium, one has (v = v + ~v)

(o(v - k) = f:oo0(\1 - k + ~v)

xexp[ _(~V)2/(J;] d~v

~av

exp[ - (v - k)2fa;]
~av

We shall assume that resonance strengths in the
interval Iv - k I ~ av are approximately equal and
their value IWk I in (1.3) can be taken out the sum
mation sign.

At a v ~ 1, the spin diffusion due to uncorrelated
passings is exponentially small and can be compar
able to the usual one caused by "trembling" of the
precession axis n. Therefore the condition for
obtaining radiative polarization A~ + Ad S A at
av ~ 1 will be written as (at the point sin2 nv = 1)

1171:
4 v21w 12{1 + 108 exp( -2(Jv)-2} S 1. (5.5)

54 [v] 11n3~v2A

At av ~ 1, the nonresonant diffusion is always
negligibly small and the condition for obtaining
polarized electrons and positrons is

nlwkl 2 S A. (5.6)

One should also note that at av ~ 1, there is no
resonance dependence of spin diffusion on energy.
With energy increase, the conditions for obtaining
radiative polarization can be satisfied more easily
due to the growth of the polarization rate A (in
units of the revolution frequency).

VI STABILITY OF THE POLARIZATION
OF COLLIDING BEAMS

The problem of stability of radiative polarization
is very important in practice for colliding beams.
Because of the strong nonlinearity of the collective
field of the colliding particles, strengths of the spin
resonances connected with them decrease slightly
with an increase of their numbers. Frequencies of
the orbital motion become dependent on the
amplitudes of particle oscillations around the
equilibrium orbit. At high energies, the average
precession frequency is characteristic of syn
chrotron oscillations with large amplitudes. Un
der these conditions, there are always resonating
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harmonics determining the depolarizing influence
of the colliding beam.

The investigation of spin diffusion during col
lisions presented here is based on the results of
Ref. 4. We have additionally considered the case
when synchrotron modulation of the precession
frequency is predominant. Also 'discussed are the
possibilities of conserving radiative polarization
under the conditions of maximum luminosity.

Under these conditions, particles of the colliding
beam do not essentially influence the beam size.
The size is mainly due to radiative effects caused
by the coupling of the vertical and radial motion.
The colliding-beam influence is connected with the
betatron oscillation nonlinear resonances

v = Vk == ko + kzVz + kxvx' (6.1)

with Ikx I + Ikz I ~ 2. Effects of resonances with
Ikx I + Ikz I ~ 2 are connected with the non-ideal
character ofa focusing system, because the colliding
beam only slightly changes the orbital motion. It
is evident that in situations when resonances with
the main perturbation harmonics with Ikx I +
Ikz I :S 1 are inevitable (for example, in the case
when the amplitude of synchrotron oscillations ·of
the precession frequency is of the order or larger
than the distance between linear resonances, which
is about unity for random perturbations), the
depolarization effects of the colliding beam cannot
be the most important.

We shall write down the condition for conserving
radiative polarization for head-on collisions, when
the equilibrium orbits of the bunches in the inter
action region coincide. The formula (6.1) for
resonance strengths has the form

v __
Iwkl = <B

z
) <2Bx exp( -ivK + ivO - it/Jk)

v --= Ii <z" exp( -ivK + iv8 - it!Jk), (6.2)

where t/Ji = Vk' Bx is the magnetic field of the col
liding bunches, and averaging is performed at a
fixed energy. The vertical motion obeys the equation

z" + gzz = KX + 2(RI<Bz»)Bx(z, x, 8). (6.3)

Assuming that the coupling of z - x motion is
small (in this case one can neglect the inverse in
fluence of the vertical motion upon the radial one),
during the solution of (6.3) by perturbation theory
one must substitute into the function Bx(z, x, 8) the
solutions of (4.2) for z and those of (3.1) for x.

Calculations of the strengths for the higher-order
resonances caused by the colliding beam can be

conveniently performed by using the formula fol
lowing from (6.2) and (6.3)

Wk = 2v<BxFvke-ivkO)/<Bz), (6.4)

where FVk == FV=Vk is a periodic function of
azimuth (3.7).

Calculation of <I Wk 1
2

) is rather tedious in the
general case and to this end digital computation
proves convenient. For illustration, consider as
electron-positron colliding beam in a one-path
storage ring. We restrict ourselves to a study of
spin resonances with vertical oscillations (kx = 0,
Ikz I ~ 2) and assume that Bx = Bx(z, 0, 8). The
azimuthal distribution of the particle density is
assumed to be proportional to delta functions,
whose number per turn is half the number p
of storage-ring intersection regions, which for
simplicity is equal to the number of magnetic
system superperiods. In the intersection regions,
only free vertical oscillations Zo = 0 = az cos t/Jz will
be taken into account, the constrained oscillations
being neglected,t where the amplitude az is deter
mined by the p-function value in the intersection
region (az = 21 CZ II fz 10). Such approximations re
veal the peculiarities of the influence of colliding
particles on polarization.

In this approximation, at even Ikz I the strength
Wk equals zero. At odd Ikz I, for a Gaussian distri
bution in the transverse section of the beam,
the quantity <IWk 1

2
) takes the following value

(Ikzl ~ 1)

i) at <a;) ~ k;z5

<lw
k
I2) = ~J 2 N;r;v

2
IPI2

n2 n I kz 1
3 y2x6

(1 + 2<a2)/z2)1/4x z 0

(1 + <a;)/z5)1/2

[
<a2) JIKzl

x <a;) + z~ + z:Jz~ + 2<a;) ,

ii) at k;x6 ~ <a;) ~ k;z6 (6.5)

<Iw
k
l2) = _1_6_ N;r;v2IFvI

2

n3
1 kz 1

2 y2X6 '
iii) at <a;) ~ k;x6

<I 1

2) _ ~ N;r;v2IFvI21 <a;)
V'k - n--
- n2 y2<a;) k;X6·

t Taking account of constrained oscillations in the resonant
diffusion mechanism (by contrast to the nonresonant one)
cannot lead to a substantial variation of the effect.
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(6.7)

2 Ik 1< 2) Zo
az = z az J 2 2< 2)·

Zo + az

realized for an amplitude equal to (I kz I ~ 1)

<a;) z~
A =--2 2 2

Ikzlxo Zo + <az )

A = [n<a;)J1 /
2 [1 + 2<a;)/z~]l/4

Ikz13X~ [1 + <a;)/z~]

at x~ ~ a; ~ z~,

L I~v I ;S Ikz I~ax(~vz)s ;S p, (6.9)
Ikzl ~ Ikzl rnax

~v ~ (Jo ~ Ikz(Llvz)s I·

At large 1kz I, the v distribution of the resonances
is almost equally probable. If the sum of dangerous
intervals v does not exceed the number of storage
ring superperiods

then energy intervals always exist in which radiative
polarization is conserved.t

Amax _ ~ Nerev21Fvklo
d - n yR Ihlo

x A[ <a;) . J1k
zl

<a;) + Z~ + zoJz~ + 2<a;)

S A, (6.8)

where A is a number depending on the value of

a; = Ikzl«a;)zo/Jz~ + 2<a;»)

The radiative polarization is conserved if the
condition is fulfilled that

The equality in (6.8) determines the maximum
number Ikz Imax of the spin resonances "at work".
Sufficiently close to the resonances with Ikz I s
Ikz Imax' beam depolarization occurs. The "danger
ous" interval in which it happens is approximately
equal to

Under the conditions whent (Jv ~ (Jo, synchro
tron oscillations of v can be neglected and the
diffusion rate from (2.8) is

'l _ "I WkI2 exp( -a;/<a;»)
Ad - n LJ 2 2'

k 1kzI<az) 1ovz/oaz 1

where all the quantities under the summation sign
are taken at the points a;, for which v = vk(a;). Ad
in (6.7) is approximately

Ad ~ 1t <IWk 1
2>.

(Jo

Here the <1W k 1
2

) are the harmonics with maximum
value for which the values v - vk(a;) belong to the
interval 0 to kz(~vz)s. The width of the "region of
most effective influence of each harmonic is usually
about (Jo.

The vertical sizes of the colliding beams are of
the same order at maximum luminosity. Spin
diffusion in this case occurs with a maximum rate
if the resonance v = kp + kzvz(a;) (for the numbers
k, kz providing maximum IWkl2 at a width (Jo) is

Here N e is the number of colliding particles in
the storage ring, 2xo and 2zo are the radial and
vertical size of the colliding beam in the intersection
regions, and <a;) is the mean square amplitude of
vertical betatron oscillations in the intersection
regions.

The spread of betatron frequencies Vz and Vx
introduced by the colliding particles is of the order
of the frequency shift (Llvz)s and (Llvx)s of the
equilibrium particle. For a Gaussian distribution
of the particle density over the transverse section
of the colliding beam one obtains

( A ) = 2NereRlhl~ (A) = 2NereRllxl~
tlVz s )' tlVx s ( )'nyzo(zo + X o nyxo Zo + Xo

(6.6)

where 1h 10 and IIx 10 are the values of the Floquet
functions in the intersection regions.

The (J0 value equal to the spread of the frequency
shift Iv - kp - kz Vz I averaged over the phase
oscillations is determined by the frequency shift of
vertical oscillations (due practically to the small
vertical size)

t Note that if constrained x and z oscillations are taken into
account, the frequency shift (8vz)s undergoes slow variations
with the frequency vy of phase oscillations. However, in the
first approximation these oscillations can be neglected.

~ If Vz is chosen close to a rational number min with low n
(ri < Ik= Imax)' spin resonances superimpose on each other and
the possible frequency shift (8vz)s can be additionally incr'eased
compared to (6.9). However, at low n the stability of collisions
can become worse.
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in which the maximum number of working re
sonances is obtained from

written instead of(6.11). The maximum number of
working resonances with the frequencies of radial
oscillations 1kx Imax is usually of the order· of

r: <IWkI
2
> -Ad = V n L exp[ -(v - Vk)2/(J;] S A,

k (Jv

(6.10)

where the <IWkI2> are determined from (6.5). The
condition for maximum luminosity, when there is a
large number of working resonances and their v
distribution can be assumed to be uniform, can be
found from

Ikz Imax, determined from (6.8) and (6.12) respec
tively.

Let us discuss the results obtained. As follows
from (6.8) and (6.10), the diffusion rate A~ax depends
on the beam· size and functions as

A~ax ~ (~vz)sz~/(lhI5xo) at IKzlmax z5 > x5,

A~ax ~ (~vz)sz5/lhI5 at IKzlmax z5 < x5,

ATax
~ [(~vz);/(Jv](z5/l/zI5) at (Jv ~ Ikzlmax(~vz)s·

The luminosity is proportional to the factor
(~vz);zoxo/lhI6. Hence, by decreasing the f3 func
tions (I h 10 ~ IIx 10) at a fixed frequency shift
(L\vz)s' one can increase the luminosity, the polariz
ation remaining stable. An additional gain can be
obtained by increasing IIx 10. However, in this
method to obtain the maximum luminosity one
must increase the beam current.

It is interesting to trace how the polarization
stability conditions change when the frequencies
of betatron oscillations vz and vx get closer (the
conditions of obtaining the radiative polarization
without collisions are the same). As seen from (6.5),
at fixed (L\vz)s the resonance strengths 1Wk I increase
proportionally to Ivz - Vx 1- 1. This leads to an
increase of the dangerous intervals of each reson
ance due to the colliding beam as well as to a small
(logarithmic) increase of 1kz Imax ,I kx Imax. However,
more essential is the coincidence of nonlinear
resonances with the frequencies of vertical and
radial oscillations. Instead of a two-dimensional
resonance pattern, one finds a one-dimensional
one. This allows us [as seen from comparison of
(6.13). and (6.14) with (6.9) and (6.11)] at the
optimum choice of frequency (energy) to increase
(~vz)s by a factor of 1kx Imax, therefore increasing
the luminosity of the polarized beams.

Note also that to increase the luminosity of
polarized beams it is useful to choose the frequency
of betatron oscillations slightly above integer
resonance (a similar method is employed to in
crease the luminosity of colliding beams). The
effective spread of vz over the amplitudes of oscil
lations near the equilibrium orbit is thus descreased
compared to (6.6) and hampers entering the non
linear resonances.

The situation when the frequencies Vz and Vx are
close not only to each other, but to an integer
number as well, is probably optimum both for
conservation of radiative polarization and for
providing collision stability.

For storage rings with two independent paths
a multi-bunch regime is useful, as it allows one to

(6.12)

(6.14)

(6.11)

1kz Imax 1kx Imax (Jv ~ p,

At (jo ~ vy , spin resonances with synchrotron
oscillations occur. The diffusion rate Ad is consider
ably smaller than that in (6.10) if (v - Vk) at a width
~(Jv does not coincide with mvy • In this case non
resonant diffusion occurs, whose rate can be found
using the formulae of section 5.

For practical applications, the appearance of
resonances with the frequencies of radial oscilla
tions proves essential. In the first approximation,
this results in an increase of the number of working
resonances. The restriction on maximum lumin
osity can be found at (Jv ~ (J 0 from the condition

1kz I~ax Ikx Imax(~vz)s ~ p, (6.13)

replacing (6.9), while at (Jv ~ Vo from the condition

This condition together with (6.8) determining
1kz Imax, allows us to find the maximum luminosity
that will not destroy the radiative polarization.

At high energies, the cases (J v ~ (J0 must be
considered as well. The effective width of spin
resonances becomes then of the order (J v and the
probability to enter this interval of large strength
harmonics increases. One should note that at such
high energies the polarization rate Aalso increases
considerably (in units of the revolution frequency).
If successive passings of the (6.1) resonance at the
synchrotron precession modulation are completely
uncorrelated, this is valid at (f0 = max((J0' v2 A/V;)
~ v},. Then the resonances with the synchrotron
frequency are not revealed. The condition of
polarization conservation for a Gaussian distribu
tion over ~v = V - vcan be written using (2.8) "as
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(7.8)

where (~Vy) is the spread of the synchrotron oscil
lation frequency.

In particular, at 0"" ~ 1 one obtains {in (7.3)v and
vy are chosen so that for all essential resonances
sin2 nECk - v)/vy] = 1}

f '12H2JFlvl12 <~ v; (7.5)
n= 1 n n n - 11n2 v4 '

Q -

n L 11;H; I F~"] 1
2 ~ A-/v2 (7.6)

n=1

Conditions for polarization conservation in col
lisions will be given here for the cases close to
optimum, when the betatron oscillation fre
quencies Vz and Vx are close. Here the existence
criteria are approximately the same as in the model
taking into account the resonances with the vertical
motion only. If the spread of the precession fre
quency does not exceed considerably the shift of the
frequency ofbetatron oscillations [0"" ;S (~vz)s], the
requirement of polarization conservation takes the
form (at equal sizes of the colliding beams z~ ~

2<a;>)
v2 1F"12

Z x
2A(~v ) 0~ (3 + 2 !2)-lkz l < A- (77)

z s 1h 16 R2 y L. ~, •

where Ikz I is the minimum harmonics number for
which a resonance condition v = kp + kz Vz holds
in the interval of variation of the betatron oscil
lation frequency (~vz)s. The number A is equal to

A = Zo 2 2Ik
z
l3/ 2Xo at 2xo ~ Ikzlzo.

In the region 0"" ~ (~vz)~, radiative polarization
exists at

Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8) allow estimation of the depolar
izing influence of the colliding beam. In critical
situations when o"v ~ (~vz)s, a more accurate cal
culation can be performed using the general
formulae (2.8), (6.4). One should note that usually
the criteria (7.7) and (7.8) can be fulfilled in the
region of collision stability.

(7.3)

(7.4)[
(k - V)2J A-

x exp - 2 ~~,

0"" V

x ~~!;(K3
1 fro K!xdOI) + 4(V!x); sin-

2
nv}

~ 72/(11n2v2
). (7.2)

increase considerably the total luminosity of polar
ized beams at the same c~llision efficiency (if the
number of the particles in the storage rings is not
restricted for some other reason).

VII SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

When the energy increases, the restrictions on the
radial-field magnitude are the most severe. There
fore at 0"" <: 1 we write down only the requirements
on the possible value of H; at vy ~ 1 (Section V):
at V2A- ~ v;, (~Vy) ~ v;/O"v.

(f '1;H;JF1VlI2) f exp~ ~(k - v)yO";]
n= 1 k= - 00 0"" sIn n[(k - v)/vy]

36 v3

~ C. ~,
Ilny n v

In this chapter we present the main formulae of the
work and discuss them, using a simple example of a
focusing system.

To obtain polarized electrons and positrons, it is
necessary that the inaccuracies in the construction
of the magnetic system do not result in the ap
pearance of a radial field and its radial gradient of
too large a magnitude. At energies when the spread
of precession frequencies is very small (0"" =
vJ11A-/(18Ay) ~ 1), for an average polarization
degree higher than 50 % the conditions should be
fulfilled (Sections III and IV) that

Q 54· 4
~ 2H2 F["] 2 sIn nv
i...J 11n n I n 1 ~ -114 4(1 + 2 2 )' (7.1)

n= 1 n v cos nv

Q - {
n~l '1;K; JF~.12 [sin - 2n(v + vx) + sin - 2n(v - vx)]
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. t Here the .effect~vevalue of IFMIin the magnet is given taking
Into account Its finIte length (see the note on p. 253).

It can be seen that values of IFV I are usually unity
or less with the exception of the region near
v = ±vz + kN. IFvl decreases sharply when the
number of system periods per a particle revolution
increases.

Let us present, for example, restrictions on the
accuracy of alignment of the magnetic-system ele
ments, assuming that the number of independent
elements is equal to the number oflenses or magnets
respectively (QL = QM = 2N). We remind our
selves that restrictions on ~ZL' (XM (or H ) concern
in fact only the short-wavelength part ;f the per
turbations with correlation lengths :s R/v and do
not p.rohibit slow variations of ~ZL' (XM with large
amplItudes, resulting in large deviations of the
orb.it from a plane at the lengths ~ Rlv. In the
regIon (Jv ~ 1 from (7.1) one obtains restrictions on
the possible vertical shifts of the lenses and angles

(7.12)

(7.11)
12 . 2J27/ 11 JN sin2

1tVv(XM < . ----
- n2v2 IFill

x (1 + 2 cos2 nv)-1/2,

where IFI Iand IF'M Iare determined by (7.9), (7.10).
The requirement on the rotation angle (XL of the
lenses, obtained from (7.2), is usually easily satisfied
and we estimate the acceptable value as [compare
with (14.8)]

12 6}2Nv;v (XM < ----'-
- nv2 1Fili

v2

at V2A ~ v;, (~Vy) ~ --L, (7.13)
(Jv

J(A.zd 2 S nfiR
fivN 3

/
2 IF'L1

I2J2NAv (XM < --'---
- ~vlFill

at v2A~ v; or (~Vy) ~ v;/(Jvo (7.14)

If each of the 2N elements of the magnetic system
consists of Q independent elements, the criteria
above beco~~ better b~ a factor about JQI2N.

The condItIons obtaIned show that to provide
a high degree of radiative polarization, it is more
profitable to have storage rings with a maximum
possible number of magnetic-system periods. Cri
teria of polarization stability during collisions are
usually satisfied easily at a natural vertical size (due
to existing non-idealities of the magnetic system).
If the vertical size is specially increased to provide
large luminosity criteria, (7.7) and (7.8) can some
times be violated. Similar to the situations without
collisions, it is more profitable to have storage rings

~ N5
/
2 (N )v (XI ;5 0.7 .10- 2

7 vz ~ 4' N ~ v ·

From (7.5), (7.6) one obtains at (Jv ~ 1

J(A.z )2 < nJi87Uv:
L - N 3/2 v2 1Frl R

of inclination for magnets.

J(A.zL)2 < J277IT sin
2

nv
- N 3 / 2 v2(1 + 2 cos2 nv)1/2

R
x------

IFVL II sin n(vz/N) I'

( N ~ v, vz = ~) (7.10)

The quantity IFV I entering the criteria above is
determined by the vertical focusing and arrange
ment of the bending magnets [see (3.7)]. Consider,
for exa~ple, .a stro~g-focusi~g system consisting
of 2N . IdentIcal thIn focusIng and defocusing
magnetIc lenses. Between the lenses, 2N bending
magnets are symmetrically installed. For such a sys
tem, l1nlgzl = (Nln2)sin(nvzIN). The average values

of JIFII2 in the lenses and F'M in the magnets are
respectively equal tot

IFII
_ [sin4(nv/N) + 4 sin2(nvz/N)sin4(nv/2N)] 1/2
- Isin2(nvIN) - sin2(nvzIN) I -

IFill (7.9)

= {[ cos(nv/2N)sin2(nvz/N) Sin(nv/2N)] 2

sin2(nv/N) - sin2(nvzIN) + nv/2N

4 sin2(nv/N)sin6(nv/2N) }1/2
+ sin2(nv/N) - sin2(nvzIN)
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(7.15)

with a large number of periodicity elements
(N ~ v).

It is interesting to observe how the restrictions
on the construction accuracy change with an in
crease of the maximum storage-ring energy. The
main requirements concern (~ZL) and rxM. We
assume an energy dependence of the parameters
for traditional storage rings

R ~ y2, N ~ y, Q ~ R ~ y2, vy ~ jY,
(Tv ~ y, A ~ Y

where Q is the total number of independent ele
ments, including a substructure of the system
period. With energy increase (~ZL)adm and (rxM)adm
vary as

i) at (Tv ~ 1,

(~ZL)adm ~ (rxM)adm ~ y-l,

ii) at (Tv ;c 1,

(~zL)adm ~ (rxM)adm

{
y-1 /4 V2A~ v;, (~Vy) ~ v;/(Tv,

~ yl/2 v2A > v; or (~Vy) > v;/(Tv.

Note that the criteria become stronger until the
resonant diffusion mechanism appears dominant.
After that, requirements on the construction ac
curacy begin to weaken with the growth of maxi
mum energy. The most strict requirements are
those for storage rings at the energy of several
hundreds of GeV.

For colliding beams, the ratio Ad/A decreases with
the growth of the maximum energy at fixed (~vz)s.

Ad/A ~ y-l at (Tv ;$ (~vz)s

Ad/A ~ y-2 at (Tv ~ (~vz)s

Varying the energy in a given storage ring, one
obtains, for the energies at which the spread (Tv is
small, requirements on dM, ~ZL that reveal the
energy dependence [see (7.12) and (7.13)]

(~ZL)adm ~ (rxM)adm ~ y-4 at v ~ N,

(L\zL)adm ~ (rxM)adm ~ y- 2 at v ;c N

When (Tv approaches 1, the criteria sharply
become strict (at vy ~ 1) in a comparatively
narrow region [see (7.5), (7.6)], and continue
further to follow the former law (7.15) (at vy =
const.). For a sufficiently high energy, the resonant
diffusion mechanism is switched on [see (7.14)].
Requirements on (rxM)adm and (L\zL)adm vary as
y-1 /2 at v ~ N and as y3/2 at v > N.

For beam collisions in a storage ring, the con
dition of polarization conservation (Ad ;$ A) at
fixed (~vz)s varies [see (7.7) and (7.8)] as

i) at (Tv ;$ (~vz)s

Ad/A ~ y3 if v ~ N

Ad/ A~ y- I if v > N

ii) at 1 ~ (Tv ~ (~vz)s

Ad/A ~ y if v ~ N,

Ad/ A ~ y- 3 if v > N.

At (Jv ;c 1 the influence of colliding beams can be
neglected in comparison with the effects of the
magnetic-system non-idealities.

VIII CONCLUSIONS

The investigation carried out in this work allows
us to answer the question about the possibility of
electron and positron self-polarization depending
on the conditions of their motion. It may occur
that in a given storag~ ring these conditions are
not fulfilled. To prevent depolarization special
measures are then needed. One evident way is to
compensate dangerous perturbation harmonics. It
is very important here to have the possibility of
monitoring the beam-polarization degree without
its destruction, in order to provide a continuous
test of the compensation efficiency. However, with
a large number of harmonics causing depolariza
tion, the use of this method is not very simple.

To increase the role of polarizing processes, one
can employ a "wiggler" installed in a straight
section of the storage ring as proposed in Refs.
17-19. The wiggler is a set of regions with large
alternating sign vertical magnetic field with zero
average value and large (B;). The minimum num
ber of field oscillations is determined by an accept
able amplitude of spatial beating of the orbit in the
straight section. In the simplest variant, there are
three regions with lengths (J _, (J +, (J _ and fields at
them B_, B+, B_. A zero average value B+O+
+ 2B _ 0 _ = 0, as well as symmetry with respect to
the center of the region, provide conservation of
the particle trajectory outside the wiggler. To ob
tain a high polarization degree, the condition must
be satisfied that B~ ~ B:'.

As a consequence of the introduction of suf
ficiently high fields B + and B _, both polarizing
and depolarizing processes are determined by the
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radiation in the wiggler regions. At (Jv ~ 1, when
Ad '" <(yon/oy)21 B 13 >, the depolarizing influence of
the radiation is relatively small if in the wiggler
region the parameter 1 yon/oy I is much less than 1.
As the fraction of the orbit occupied by the wiggler
is small, the vector yon/oy is determined primarily
by perturbations in the other orbit regions and
therefore is given by two parameters along the
entire wiggler length. The energy dependence of n
in this section can be compensated if, for example,
radial magnetic fields are introduced at two points
of the orbit (between which the angle of spin rota
tion around the vertical direction is not an integer
multiple of n). Required values of these fields can be
chosen so as to provide a minimum depolarization
rate. One should remember that the wiggler in
creases the energy spread in the beam, hence (Jv

as well.
At (Jv ~ 1 or in colliding beams, when the de

polarization is due to diffusive resonance passings,
the wiggler does not increase the rate of spin dif
fusion, and at sufficient values of the wiggler fields,
the polarizing influence of the radiation becomes
predominant.

Under optimum conditions, in the presence of
the wiggler the polarization degree tends to the
value

8 <B:> 8 B~ - B~

(t--+oo = 5)3 <IBz I3 ) 5)3 B~ + B~'

while the polarization time tends to

T = 1-1 = _8_R
2

-5 2nl<Bo>1
3

- IL ;; Y 3 3·
5y 3 Are IB+ 10+ + 2IB_IO-

It is important that the wiggler also decreases
considerably the polarization time. This method is
especially convenient to increase the role of polar
izing processes in large storage rings at limiting
high energies with a small average field <Bo>. At
non-limiting (with respect to the radiative losses)
energies, the polarization rate can be increased by a
factor of about B~ 0+/(2n<B~»; simultaneously
the radiative losses gain a factor of B~ 0+/2n<B~>.
If sufficiently high fields B + are available, this
method can be also used in the cases when it is
reasonable to increase values of A proportional to
<I Bz 1

3
) without substantial increase of the radia

tive losses per revolution proportional to <B;).
Provided this condition is held, the polarization
rate can be increased by a factor of B+/Bo. Situa
tions are also possible when diffusion processes do
not allow particle polarization at a required

energy, but the depolarization time is sufficiently
high to perform an experiment. Here it can be
reasonable to polarize a beam using the wiggler at
a smaller energy, when the parameter yon/oy is
small and need not be compensated. Depolariza
tion caused by crossing of spin resonances when
the beam energy is increased can be suppressed by
the methods described in Refs. 20-22.

Polarization can be also accelerated (propor
tionally to the K 2 value in the magnets) by de
creasing the length of bending sections (the ratio
of the magnetic radius and the average one is
simultaneously decreased). At (Jv ~ 1 or for col
liding beams, this causes an increase of the degree
of the equilibrium polarization as well, because the
rate of the depolarizing effects Ad ~ A~ remains
approximately the same with an increase of K.
Radiative losses are proportional to the value of
K in the magnets.

In this work, possibilities of providing a trans
verse polarization are considered for high-energy
particles in storage rings with a vertical field. It is
known that longitudinal polarization can be
achieved by using radial fields in the section (or a
combination of radial and vertical ones) with orbit
and spin reconstruction at the section end (see
Ref. 4 and review articles 18 ,19). Investigation of the
radiative stability of polarization in such a storage
ring does not essentially differ from the usual case
of the constant vertical field and there are reasons
to believe that it is possible to provide a high degree
of the polarization along the velocity.

Note also that spin reconstruction at the end of
the section with bending fields is not an essential
requirement. On the contrary, in special situations
when the spin direction is not constant in the basic
parts of the orbit, additional possibilities of the
polarizationcontroland suppressionofdepolarizing
factors can appear.
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